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Frag is a computer game without a computer. It’s the “first person shooter” experience on
a gameboard. Frag is the perfect game to play when you have no brains left.
Frag plays best with 4 to 6 people. There’s no reason you could not create a map with more
respawn squares and have more players, but it would take longer.

GAME COMPONENTS
This boxed game includes:
• This rulesheet.
• The gameboard, double-sided, featuring
one map on each side.
• 112 game cards.
• One sheet of counters.
• Six plastic fighters.
• Six fighter record sheets.
• One dry erase marker.
• 18 6-sided dice.
Extra 6-sided dice and dry erase markers, if you have them, will prove useful.

FIGHTER DESIGN
Each fighter has three stats: HEALTH, SPEED, and ACCURACY. Each player may divide
7 points between the three stats in any way, as long as each stat gets at least 1 point, and not more
than 4. See the record sheet for a description of the advantages of each stat. In tournament games,
winning a game allows you to improve your fighter. See Winning, below.

SETUP
Select a game map. Each player takes a record sheet, marks his stats on it,
and selects a figure to represent his fighter.
Separate and shuffle the three different card decks. The decks are WEAPONS,
GADGETS, and SPECIALS (illustrated on the next page). Deal each player one
card from each deck.
Roll to see who goes first. The first player places his figure on any of the numbered (“Respawn”) points. The next player clockwise then does the same, and
so on. After all figures are placed, the first player takes his turn.

THE CARDS
There are three decks. Keep a separate discard pile for each deck. When
a deck runs out, reshuffle the discards.
The cards in your hand are hidden from the other players. As long as it is your
turn, your game hand may contain any number of cards. When your turn ends, you
must have five or fewer cards in your hand. You may get rid of cards by playing
them on your fighter, on another fighter, or by discarding.
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A card is considered in play once you place it in front of you or play it on another player.
Cards in play do not count against the size of your hand. There is no limit to the number of
gadget cards you can have in play. You are limited to a number of weapon cards in play equal
to your Health plus 1. You may not give cards away.
Weapons or Gadgets in play belong to your current fighter. They are all lost when
he is fragged (see below). Gadget cards are marked with a letter representing what they affect:
A for armor, H for Health, W for Weapon, and M for Movement.
Special cards in play belong to you, the player, and are not lost when you are fragged. However, most of them have time limits.
Some cards boost one or more of your stats, or your weapon damage. Some special cards help
ALL players. Remember to check the special cards in play before you start your turn.
Contradictory cards: Cards always take precedence over the rules, because the whole point
of many cards is to allow you to break a rule. If two cards contradict each other (for instance, an
automatic hit and an automatic miss), the last one played is the one that controls.

GAME PHASES
Weapon Card

Each turn goes through the following four phases:
1. CHECK FOR RESPAWN: If you are currently fragged and out of play,
roll a die and respawn your figure in the appropriate square.
2. ROLL FOR MOVEMENT: You must roll to see how far you can move
(or declare you are using a teleport card) before you do anything else.
3. MOVEMENT / POWER UP / ATTACK: These may happen in any order,
until you run out of movement and attacks, or until you declare you’re through.
You may move, attack, enter a power-up square and roll to see if you get something,
move more, attack again (if you have two attacks), and so on. Just be sure to
keep careful track of your movement if you decide to split your move.
4. FINISH: Tell the next player that it’s his turn.

Gadget
Symbol

RESPAWNING
In this game, if you get fragged, you are only out until your next turn. Then
you “respawn.” Your new fighter is unhurt – he has your original starting stats.
But he has no weapons except his starting pistol, and no armor, unless you play
cards from your hand to give him some.
Bumping: If someone respawns or teleports into an occupied square, the
original occupant is “bumped.” He must immediately roll a die and move to the indicated respawn square. This may bump someone else (even the one who bumped
him), who must then roll to see where HE goes, and so on.

Weapon
Symbol

MOVEMENT
Gadget Card

Each turn, roll a number of dice equal to your fighter’s Speed, plus any modifiers for cards in
play. That is the number of squares you may move this turn. You do not have to take your full
movement, but you cannot save unused movement for a later turn.
Movement is to orthogonal squares only, not diagonal ones (see diagram on next page).
You may move through a square occupied by another figure, but you cannot end your turn
in an occupied square, and you cannot attack from an occupied square.
If you have a very high movement, and you are (for instance) interrupting it with attacks, you
can use the Current Movement track on your record sheet to keep track of how much of your
movement you have used.
Powering Up: If you enter a square marked with the weapon or gadget symbol, you have a
50% chance of drawing a card. Roll a die immediately. On a roll of 4-6, draw the appropriate
type of card and place it in your hand. There is no limit to the number of power-up squares you
may move through on your turn, but each square may only be checked once during your turn.
You may not move back and forth over a power-up square trying to collect cards.
You may also grab weapons left over when somebody is fragged. See Leftovers, below.
Jumping: Your Speed stat governs how far you can jump. Speed of 1 means you can only
“jump” to the next square, which is no jump at all. Speed of 2 lets you jump 2 squares, completely
avoiding any hazards in the square you jump over. Speed of 3 lets you jump 3 squares (avoiding two), and so on.
Jumps must be in a straight line. You cannot jump over walls.
Jumping costs double. If you jump 2 squares, you spend 4 movement.

Special Card

Map Features
Acid: Shown on the map as green and bubbling, acid eats
away at your fighter. Each time you enter an acid square,
you suffer an attack worth 2 dice.
Doors: You can move through one-way doors
only in the direction of the arrow. Doors don’t
One-Way Door
slow your movement. A closed door is the
same as a wall. The door colors do not affect
game play unless you are using the Frag expansion, Death Match.
Grates: The grates are a cosmetic feature of the Two-Way Door
map and have no purpose in game play. Yet.
Teleporters: A teleporter square is indicated by the
symbol shown at right. If you are on a teleporter
square, you may move either to a normally adjaGrate
cent square, or to any other teleporter square.
Moving to another teleporter square costs 1, as for
a normal move.
Walls: Walls stop all movement and weapon effects.
You cannot jump over them, shoot through them, Teleporter
or otherwise penetrate them. If a wall goes diagonally through a square, remember to keep your fighter on
the correct side of the wall.

ATTACKING
Each turn, you may attack a number of times equal to half
your Accuracy, rounded up. So Accuracy 4 (the maximum
possible for a starting fighter) gives 2 attacks per turn. You
may not save unused attacks for later.
You may attack any target in Line of Sight. Draw a straight
line between the center of your square and the center of the target square – if there are no obstacles or other fighters in that
line, the target is in Line of Sight. Note that doors block line
of sight. A wall or corner on a diagonal line IS an obstacle –
see diagram.
A special case: Some doors lie between two squares, and
some are within a single square. A fighter in a door square is
holding the door open. He has a LOS to either side of the door.
If he moves or is fragged, the door closes.
Declaring your attack: You must declare your weapon
before rolling an attack. This may be:
(a) the basic pistol everyone starts
with: 2 dice damage, unlimited ammo.
(b) a Weapon card already in play
in front of you.
(c) a new Weapon card played
from your hand as you declare
the attack.
Recording ammo:
Most weapon cards include
an ammo track. Before you
roll to hit, move the bullet
counter on the card to adjust its ammo
down by 1 (or more, depending on any
special rules printed on the card). You do not have
to discard a weapon that is out of ammo, but you
may not fire it again until you have reloaded it with a
gadget card.
A fighter’s basic pistol has unlimited ammo and cannot
be lost.

Rolling to hit: Count the number of squares between
you and the target (count the square the target is in, but not
your own). You must roll this number (or higher) on a number
of dice equal to your Accuracy. If you hit, go on to resolve
damage.
Damage: The target rolls a number of dice equal to his current Health (as modified by any cards, or damage from previous
attacks). The attacker rolls a number of dice equal to the
weapon’s damage rating. If the weapon card says 6d, for instance, you roll 6 dice.
Now divide the attack roll by the defense roll, discarding any
remainder. The result is the number of Health points lost by the
target. If the defense roll is greater than the attack roll the target
takes no damage.
So, for instance, if the target rolls an 8 on defense, any attack roll from 8 up to 15 would do just 1 hit of damage. A roll
of 16 through 23 would do 2 hits. A roll of 24 through 31 would
do 3 hits, and so on.
Note: Some weapons do extra damage; this damage counts
even if the base damage is 0.
Armor: Armor is discarded when the fighter takes a number of points of Health damage equal to the Health bonus the
armor grants. So if a fighter wearing Light Armor (+1 Health)
suffers 1 hit, he instantly discards his Light Armor. A fighter
may not wear more than one suit of armor at a time.
Surviving: If the attack did not reduce the target’s Health to
0, he’s still alive. But any further attacks against him are rolled
against his new Health. However, if he can use a card, or get to
a blood counter, he can restore Health.
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The green fighter may move to any
of the green-shaded squares (numbered 1) for his first
space of movement. He may not move diagonally.
Squares in the green fighter’s Line of Sight are
numbered. The numbers indicate the range between him
and other points in his LOS.
The yellow fighter is not in LOS.

Fragged: If the Health of the target drops to 0 or less, and
he can’t cure it instantly with cards, he is fragged. He is out of
play until his next turn, when he respawns.
The attacker marks a frag on his record sheet. If it’s
his third frag, he wins. Otherwise, he draws a Special card immediately.
Leftovers: The fragged fighter is replaced by a blood
counter and (probably) a weapon counter. Both are placed in
his square before the attacker’s turn continues. Anyone entering that square may pick up ONE counter, but not both.
Blood Counter: A red marker. A fighter who picks
up the blood counter may put it on his character sheet
and spend it at any time as a “medpack” to restore
1 point of lost Health.
Weapon Counter: The target’s gadget cards are discarded. If he had any weapon cards, put them beside
the map. Put a Weapon Counter on top of them and a
matching counter on the square where the target was
fragged.
If a fighter picks up a dropped weapon counter, he can
look at all the weapon cards there and choose ONE. It goes
into the player’s hand. You cannot grab more than one
weapon from a pile in one turn, even if you move back
through the square. If weapons remain in the pile, put the
counter back; you can’t pick it up again this turn.
When you grab a dropped weapon, it always has a full
ammo load.
Keep Fighting: Scoring a frag does not end your turn. If
you have movement or attacks left, keep going. If you have
enough movement, pick up your victim’s leftovers!

Go down in the dungeon. Kill
everything you meet. Backstab
your friends and steal their stuff.
Grab the treasure and RUN!
Admit it. You love it.
Munchkin, designed by Steve
Jackson, captures the essence of the
dungeon experience, with none of
that stupid roleplaying stuff.
Look for the whole Munchkin
lineup at your local game store. If
they don’t have it, whine! If that
fails, we’ll sell it to you at

www.warehouse23.com
While we’re at it, we’ll gleefully sell you all kinds of other neat
stuff. Check it out. But try your
local store first!

Dropping Weapons and Gadgets: A fighter can choose to
drop a weapon or gadget card he has in play at any time during
his turn. A link counter is placed in that space and linked to the
dropped item. These may be picked up using the “Leftovers”
rules above. You cannot pick up an item on the same turn you
dropped it.

WINNING
The game ends when a player scores three frags. Note
that you cannot, under any circumstance, score a frag against
yourself.
In a tournament, the winning player earns the right to increase one of his stats by 1 before the next round.
For a longer game, play to more frags.

META-RULES
If you forget to declare a bonus, you have until the next die
roll to remember and claim the bonus. After that, too bad.
If you use a card to take someone out of play, all die rolls
they have made up to that moment count, and they keep all cards
they have drawn. But if you use Disconnect (for instance) on
someone who has hit you but not yet rolled damage, you do
not take any damage at all.
Any time a stat is added to AND multiplied, the multiplication takes place first and then the addition. For instance, if
one card gives you +2 to your Health, and another doubles all
your stats, start by doubling your Health and then add 2.
If you think a rule is unclear and you insist on (gasp) applying logic to it, remember to use the logic of a computer game
and not of the real world!

Munchkin
You and your friends compete to kill monsters and grab magic
items. Don the Horny Helmet and the Boots of Butt-Kicking. Wield
the Staff of Napalm . . . or maybe the Chainsaw of Bloody Dismemberment. Start by slaughtering the Potted Plant and the Drooling
Slime, and work your way up to the Plutonium Dragon . . .
It’s illustrated by John Kovalic! Fast-playing and silly, Munchkin
can reduce any roleplaying group to hysteria. And while they’re
laughing, you can steal their stuff. #1408, $24.95.
Munchkin 2 – Unnatural Axe – #1410, $17.95.
Munchkin 3 – Clerical Errors – #1416, $17.95.
Munchkin 4 – The Need For Steed – #1444, $17.95.
Munchkin 5 – De-Ranged – #1450, $17.95.
Munchkin 6 – Demented Dungeons – #1457, $9.95.
Munchkin 7 – More Good Cards – #1460, $9.95.

